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ABSTRACT 
The operator semigroups of the title are studied on Hardy spaces. Conditions are 
found for strong continuity, and the infinitesimal generator and its point spectrum are 
identified. A particular semigroup is used to study an averaging operator. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The unit disk is denoted by D, its boundary by JD, and HP = HP(D) 
denotes the usual Hardy space. A family { qt : t > 0} is a (one-parameter) 
semigroup of analytic functions on D if it satisfies: 
foreacht>,O,q+:IID-+[[Disanalytic; (l.li) 
q0 is the identity map of IID; (l.lii) 
qt 0 ‘p, = q++, for t, s > 0; (l.liii) 
q,(z) is continuous in (t, 2) on [O,co) XIII. (I.Iiv) 
Such a semigroup { qt } induces a strongly continuous semigroup { T, : t > 0) 
of bounded linear operators on HP, 16 p c cc [2], where for t > 0 the 
operator T, is defined by 
T,(f) = f” ‘it> fEHP. (1.2) 
*A portion of this work was carried out while the author was a Ph.D. candidate, and is 
contained in the author’s thesis submitted at the University of Illinois. 
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If, further, w : D + C is analytic satisfying certain conditions (to be stated 
later), then the formula 
S,(f > = t>,O, fEHP, (1.3) 
also defines a semigroup { S, } of bounded operators on HP. 
We shall be concerned here with the weighted composition semigroups 
given by (1.3). The special case w = 1 has been studied in [2]. We find 
conditions on the weight function w such that {S,} is strongly continuous. 
Then we identify the infinitesimal generator of {S,} and characterize its 
point spectrum. Finally we make use of one specific semigroup to study the 
operator Jp defined on HP by 
(1.4) 
The interest in J, arises from the fact that it is an averaging operator which 
resembles, in some respects, the CesPro operator studied in [8]. It also 
provides a nice illustration for the underlying theory of weighted composition 
semigroups. 
It should be pointed out that systems of operators defined by (1.3) include 
the one-parameter groups of isometries of HP studied in [l]. Such systems 
also are, in certain cases, the adjoints (on H2) of the semigroups defined in 
(1.2). 
We collect below, in the form of a theorem, some basic properties of the 
semigroups { & } for future reference. 
THEOREM 0. Suppose { QI,} is a semigroup, of analytic functions as in 
(1.1). Then 
(i) [2] The limit G(z) = Iim,,,, 13cp,( 2)/a t exists uniformly on compact 
subsets of ID, and we have 
ad4 
~ = G(cp,b% at ZED, t > 0. 
The analytic function G(z) is called the infinitesimal generator of { cp,}. 
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(ii) [2] The infinitesimal generator G(z) has the unique representation 
G(z) = F(z)@ - l)(z - b), (1.5) 
where 1 b j < 1 and F is analytic with Re F >, 0 on IEJ. The distinguished point 
b in (1.5) is called the Denjoy-Wolff (DW) point of { cp,}. 
(iii) [2] Except for the case when { cp,} consists of elliptic Mb;bius 
transformations of D, we have limt,,cp,(z) = b for each z E IID. Zf lb1 < 1, 
then b is a common fixed point of qt, t > 0. 
(iv) [3, 91 Zf the DW point b is in alID, then there is a unique univalent 
function h: [[D + C with h(0) = 0, h’(0) = 1 such that 
h(d4) = h(z) + G@h ZED, t >o. 0.6) 
(v) [3, 91 Zf the DW point b is in IID, then there is a unique univalent 
function h: !ID -+ C with h(0) = 0, h’(0) = 1 such that 
(h 0 Y~>(v,,(~>) = e”Yh oYe), ZEn?J, t >o, (1.7) 
wherec=G’(b) and yb(z)=(Z-b))/(l-k). 
The function h in either (1.6) or (1.7) will be called the univalent 
function associated with { cp,}. The trivial semigroup, Q+(Z) = z for each 
t > 0, corresponds to the generator G = 0. 
We shall make use of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 0 [5, p. 291. Suppose f E HP (0 < p < 00) and ‘p: IID -+ IID is 
analytic. Then f 0 cp E HP and 
for O<r<l. 
2. STRONG CONTINUITY AND THE INFINITESIMAL GENERATOR 
Suppose { vt } is as in (Ll), with DW point b, and w : D + C is analytic 
with no zeros in IID - {b}. Then for f analytic on [ID, the function S,(f) 
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defined in (1.3) is analytic on DJ except possibly when b E I[D and u; has a 
zero at b. In this case w((P~(z))/w(z) b ecomes analytic on 119 if we assign it 
the value [ cp:( b)] n at b, where n is the order of the zero. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose 0 < p < 00, { qt } is a semigroup of analytic 
functions with DW point b, and w: D -+ C is analytic with no zeros in 
D - { b }. Then either of the following two conditions implies that 
lim ,~ollS,(f)-fll,=Oforeachf EHP: 
(Cl> <I; 
KG) WEH~ for some q > 0 and lim sup <CC 
t-o 
Proof. Under both conditions (C,) and (C,), w(~~(z))/w(z) E H” for 
sufficiently small t. If t > 0 is arbitrary, there is a small 6 and an integer n 
such that t = n& The equation 
w O ‘Pt 
ii 
w a (Pk8 
-= 
W k = 1 w ’ (P(k - 1)8 
then shows that w(cp,(z))/w(z) E Hm. Thus S, is a bounded linear operator 
mapping HP into HP for each t >, 0. If f E HP, from Lemma 0 we have 
hence the set { ]lSl]]: t E [0, 11) is bounded. 
Suppose condition (C,) holds. We treat the case 1 < p < 00 first. Fix 
p > 1, f E HP, and a sequence t, + 0. Since HP is a reflexive Banach space, 
the inequality (2.1) and the fact that St,< f )(z) + f(z) for each z E D show 
that !$j f) converges weakly to f in HP. From this and [4, Lemma 11.3.271 
we have 
Also 
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It fdows that Il%,(f)ll, + Ilfll, as n + co. This together with the weak 
convergence of S,Jf) to f and the uniform convexity of HP for 1 < p < cc 
give the desired conclusion: lim n _ m IlS,Jf)- fll, = 0. Next let 0 < p < 1. In 
this case the metric on HP is I/f-- gllg. Fix 9, l< 9 <co, and g E H4, and 
consider the triangle inequality 
We have IMf> - S,k)ll~ G I1411pllf- 41; and IIS, - gll~ G II%>- gilt. 
Thus for 1 E [0, l] we have 
where M is a common bound of IIS,IIp for t E [O,l]. From this inequality and 
the first part of the proof, together with the fact that Hq is dense in HP, we 
get the desired conclusion. 
Assume now that condition (C,) holds. Since { llStll : 0 < t < l} is bounded, 
and the polynomials are dense in HP, it suffices to show that for each 
polynomial P, lim, _Ol/St( P) - P lip = 0. This is equivalent to showing that 
lim,,,llS,(x.)-x,II,=Ofor each n>O, where x,(z)=z”. We shall take 
n = 1 (the proof for other values of n is similar). Suppose, by way of 
contradiction, that there is a sequence { tk} tending to zero such that 
II w o ‘Pi, w %,-X1 II >.a’0 for k=1,2,3 ,.... P 
Choosing w = 1 in the proof under condition (C 1), we have lim 1 _ 0 II f 0 qt - 
j-11, = 0 for each f E HP. In particular 
II%,-XIIIp+o as k+a, 
so there is a subsequence { t,” } such that 
fpt,,(eie) - eie a.e. on an3, 
where ‘pt(ei8) denotes the boundary function of ‘pt. Now w E Hq with 9 > 0; 
therefore 
lim II w 0 cpt,,$ - 
n-m 
w II4 = 0; 
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hence there is a further subsequence, which by a change of notation we may 
assume is { t, }, such that 
(w 0 cpt,,)(eie) -+ w(eie) a.e. on aID. 
It follows that the boundary function b,“Je”) of w(cp,(z))/w(z) satisfies 
b&e”) + 1 a.e. on aID. From this, 
bJeie)cptn~eie) - eie -+ 0 a.e. on am 
Also Ibt~(eie)cpt_(eie) - eiel =S llw 0 ~t/~IIm + 1, so we can apply the 
bounded-convergence theorem to find 
/02v1btn~eie)cpt (eie)- eieIPdhJ + 0 as m -9 cc. 
m 
It follows that 
II w O ‘Pt *(P~.,-x~ +O as m-too, II P 
which is a contradiction to the original choice of { tk }. n 
REMARK. We have not been able to decide whether conditions (C,) and 
(C,) are independent of each other. 
Theorem 1 establishes the strong continuity of { St }. The next theorem 
gives the infinitesimal generator. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose 1 < p < co and {q+ } is a semigroup of analytic 
functions with infinitesimal generator G and DW point b. Also let w : D + C 
be analytic with no zeros in IID - { b }, and suppose that condition (C,) or 
(C,) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. Then the infinites$nul generator Ap of {St } 
onHPha.sdomuin9(Ap)={f~HP:Gf’+w’~f~Hp},and 
Ap(f)=Gf’+w’;f (2.2) 
for each f E B(A,). 
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Proof. By definition, the domain of Ap is 
Let also 
9= f EHp:Gff+wtGf EHP , 
i W ) 
It is clear that 58 is a linear manifold in HP. For z E D, the pointwise limit of 
[S,(f)(z)- f(z)l/t = t -+ Ois 
Since convergence in HP implies in particular pointwise convergence, it 
follows that 9(A,) c 93, so the operator A defined on 9 by A(f) = Gf’ + 
w’(G/w)f extends Ap. The assertion of the theorem is trivial if { qt } is the 
trivial semigroup; thus assume G f 0. Applying [4, Lemma VIII.1.4 and 
Theorem VIII. 1.111, we find that the limit 
1% Ptll 
o0 = lim ~ 
t-cc t 
exists, - co < q, < co, and if Re X > w0 then Ar, - X has a bounded inverse 
on HP. In particular if Re h > wa then Ap - A is onto HP. 
Suppose first that { cp,} has DW point on aD. By Theorem O(iv), 
q,(z) = h- ‘(h(z) + G(O)t), where h: ID + C is analytic and univalent, 
and an easy computation shows that G(z) = G(O)/h’(z). Pick X > 
m4~o~WlW~ W e s h ow that A - X is one-to-one. If not, then there is 
f E HP such that 
G(O) 
h’f’+ 
G(O) 
Wy-f = Xf. 
The only possible analytic solutions of this are 
(2.3) 
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where c is a constant. From this and (1.6) we find S,(f)(z) = e’“f(z), so 
ex’llfll, 6 lIStI Ilfll,. If f is not identically zero, then by taking t = 1 in the 
above inequality we arrive at a contradiction to the choice of X. Thus A - X 
is one-to-one. Since it also extends A, - A, which is onto HP, it follows that 
9(A,) = 9 and Ap = A. 
Next assume that { cp,} has DW point b E ID. In this case we find 
G(z) = G’( b)h,(z)/hb(z) where h, = h 0 yr, [the notation of Theorem O(v)]. 
If A is a complex number and f is analytic on D with f $0 and A(f) = Xf, 
then pick T such that 1 bl < r < 1 and f has no zeros on ]z] = r. We have 
G’(b) ho 
G'(b)$f'+ w’----- w ,,f=xf> 
0 
so 
1 
-1 
f’(4 dz= h 1 
277i jzI=r f(z) J 
hbw dz 
C’(b)= ,z,=rh,(z) 
1 
J 
w’(z) 
-dz. 
297i ,;,=r W(Z) (2.4) 
From this and the argument principle it follows that the set of eigenvalues of 
A is countable, so we can find X > o0 such that A - A is one-to-one. As in the 
previous case, it follows that @A,) = 9 and Ap = A. n 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose 1~ p < 00, and { qt } and w satisfy the hy- 
potheses of Theorem 1. Then { S, } is continuous in the uniform operator 
topology of HP if and only if { cp,} is the trivial semigroup. 
Proof. Assuming that the infinitesimal generator Ap of {S, } is bounded 
on HP, we conclude that Ap( f) = Gf’+ w’(G/w)f for each f E HP. Tak- 
ing f to be a constant, we find that w/G/w E HP. Next take f to be the 
function xi(z) = z to find G + w’(G/w)xi E HP, so G E HP. By taking f to 
be xn, x,(2)=x”, n=1,2 ,..., we find )I nG + w’( G/w)z lip < II API]. Then 
so G = 0. n 
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The following theorem characterizes the point spectrum 7r( A,) of A p, in 
terms of the univalent function h associated with { qt }. 
THEOREM 3. Let 1~ p < 00, and let { q+ } be a semigroup of analytic 
functions mapping D into [[D with infinitesimal generator G(z), DW point 
b, and associated univalent function h. Also let w : IID + C be analytic with 
no zeros in [ID - {b} and satisfy either of the conditions of Theorem 1. 
(i) Suppose bEIID. Then r(Ap)c {kG’(b):k=0,1,2,...}. The point 
kG’(b) is in r(A,) if and only if (l/w)(h 0~~)~ E HP. Moreover each 
eigenspace is onedimensionul. 
(ii) Suppose b E 8 Ill. Then for X E @, hG(0) E a( Ap) if and only if 
[l/w(z)] exp[ Xh( z)] E HP. Each eigenspace is one-dimensional. 
Proof. (i): If h E a(A,), we have from (2.4) that h/G’(b) is a nonnega- 
tive integer, which shows the first part of (i). Now suppose f is a nonzero 
solution of A,(f) = kG’( b)f, where k is a nonnegative integer. Then 
with h,=hoy,,, 
which has solutions f(z) = [c/w(z)] h,(z)k. The rest of part (i) follows easily 
from this. 
(ii): We have 
G(O) G(0) w’ 
A,(f > = 12’f’+ Tf. 
If f(z) = [l/w(z)exp[hh(z)] is in HP, then A,(f) = hG(O)f, so X(0) E 
~(a,). Conversely, if A,(g) = XG(O)g, where g E HP, g + 0, then from (2.3) 
we see that 
Id4 = c&exp[W~)l~ c # 0. 
Thus [l/w(z)] exp[Xh(z)] E HP. The eigenspace corresponding to XG(0) is 
spanned by [l/w(~)]exp[Xh(z)]. n 
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3. THE OPERATOR Jr. 
We shall now work with a particular weighted composition semigroup to 
obtain information about the operator 1, defined by (1.4). Our results are as 
follows: 
THEOREM 4. For 1 < p < 00, J,, is a bounded linear mapping from HP 
into HP. Furthermore: 
(i) Zf 1 < p < 2 then llIpll = p/2(p - 1). 
(ii) Zf 2 < p < CXJ then jl_/,ll 6 p/2. 
(iii) Zf 1 < p -C 2, then the point spectrum of 1, is 
Ir(.J,)= (::2[1-:) cReh<%). 
(iv) Zf 2 < p < co, then the point spectrum of Jp is empty. 
(v) Zfp=2, thenthespectrmmof&,isa(J,)={z:lz-:I=+}. 
Proof. Let 
S,(f k4 = 1,$)fbA4), 
(l+ef)z+et-1 
&)= (et-l)z+l+e” 
where 
t>o, fEHP, (3.1) 
z E D, t 20. (3.2) 
Since 
l- d4 2 
1-Z = (et-l)z+l+e”’ 
we see that condition (C,) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. The semigroup (3.2) has 
generator G(x) = i(1 + z)(l - z), so by Theorem 2 the infinitesimal genera- 
tor Ap of { S, } on HP is given by 
A,(f)(z) =;(l+ z)(l- z)f’b)-+(l+ z)f(z) (3.3) 
for each f E g(A,). 
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Claim 1. For t > 0, the norm of S, as an operator on HP satisfies: 
(a> llStll G e - (l- l/Pjt if 1 < p < 2; 
(b) II&II 6 e ( - l/p)t if 2 < p < co. 
Proof of claim 1: We denote by ?T+ the right half plane, and by Hp(?r+ ) 
the corresponding Hardy space. From [7, pp. 130-1311 the linear mapping 
V(f)(z) = 7rl’P22’P(l- z)-“‘“f(+)), f=HP(r+), ZED, 
1+z 
p(z)=l_z. 
is an isometry from HP( T+ ) onto HP. For t > 0, let 
where V-l, the inverse of V, is given by 
v~‘(f)(z)=~-‘~P(l+z)-2’pf(~-1(z)), f EH~, .zE'K+, 
Z-1 
EL-Q) = z+l’ 
For f E Hp( 7~+ ) and t > 0, a computation gives 
$(f)(z) = ( ~j1m2’pf(etz). 
If z E 7r+, then 
e --t d 
Suppose first 2 < p < co. From (3.4) and (3.5) we find 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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llqf)ll,= SUP (/” Iw)b+~Y)IPdy}l’p 
o<xccc -00 
Q SUP (/” ~f(c’r+k?ty)/Pdy)l’p 
o<xca: -cc2 
< e( - VpH sup 
(1 
Oc lf( u+iv)IPdv 1 
l/P 
oiu<m -cc 
where the second inequality is obtained by a change of variables in the 
integral. Thus 11$11 < e( ~ ‘lpjt, and since V is an isometry, the conclusion 
follows. 
Next suppose 1 < p < 2; then l-Z/p < 0. From (3.4) and (3.5) we now 
obtain 1 $(f)(z) I< e@/P~ ‘)‘I f( e%) 1 for each z E r+. Repeating the argu- 
ment for estimating llStll as in the previous case, we find llStll < 
e@/P ~ Ue’ - l/P)l = e -Cl - l/PH. 
CZaim2. ThepointspectrumofA,isa(A,)={z:-l/p<Rez<l/p 
-1}forl<p<2,anditisemptyforp>2. 
Proof of claim 2: The semigroup { cp,} in (3.2) has DW point h = 1. The 
associated univalent function h is given by h(z) = J,Z[G(O)/G({)] cl{, where 
G is the infinitesimal generator of { cp,} (see proof of Theorem 2). Since 
G(z)=$(l+z)(l-z), we find 
1+z 
h(z)=;log- 
1-Z’ 
Applying Theorem 3(ii) with w(z) = 1 - z, we see that 
h~a(A,) ifandonlyif E HP. 
An easy argument shows that (1 + z)‘(l - .z) _ A _ ’ is in HP if and only if 
both (l+ z)” and (l-z))-’ are in HP. The latter is equivalent to 
Re X > - l/p and Re X < l/p - 1. Thus X E a(A,) if and only if - l/p < 
Re X < l/p - 1. This finishes the proof of claim 2. 
We finish now the proof of the theorem. From claim 1, the type 
+)=lim,_, (fog IlW/~ of {St) sa is ies t f wO< -l/p for 2~ p < 00 and 
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wg < - (1 - l/p) for 1 < p < 2. In either case, from [4, Theorem VIII.l.ll] 
we see that z = 0 is in the resolvent set of Ap. A calculation with power 
series shows that the resolvent function of Ap at 0 is 
R(O, Ap) = 2.&,> l<p<co. 
This shows that J, is bounded on HP. From the spectral mapping theorem 
and claim 2 we obtain parts (iii) and (iv) of the theorem. It follows that 
]]J,]] > p/[2(p - 1)] for 1 < p < 2. Applying the Hille-Yosida-Phillips theorem 
in the form of [4, Corollary VIII.l.14], we obtain (in view of claim 1) 
]]J,]] < p/2 for 2 < p < 00 and ]]./,]I < p/[2(p - 1)] for 1 < p < 2. This shows 
that ]]Jp]] = p/[2(p -l)] for 1 < p < 2. 
Assume finally that p = 2. Observe that [l - cp,(z)]/(l - z) = 
&“a)‘[$;(z)] . ‘12 Furthermore each ‘pI is a (hyperbolic) Mobius transforma- 
tion of D, so from [6, Theorem 21 we have that e:‘S, is an isometry of H2 for 
each t. Also from [l, Theorem 3.l(iii)] the spectrum of the infinitesimal 
generator of { eiLS, } is the imaginary axis. It follows that the spectrum of A, 
is a(A2) = { - i + ix: h E R}; hence ~$1~) = {z: )z - iI= i). Since also ]]J]] 
< 1 as proved earlier, we have I I J2 I I = 1. This finishes the proof. n 
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